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56 MECHANICAL CHARACT.

Body                ABS

Protection grade                        IP55 (IECV529)

Material temp                                       -40ºC / +80ºC

             in a continuous use                    máx. +60ºC

Crash resistance                        good

Color standard    gray (RAL 7035)

Gasket material                              poliuretane

Non toxic produtcs, self-extinguishing

External dimensions                       120 x 80 x 56mm

Output connections                         PG7 poliamide

ELECTRICAL CHARACT.

- Displacement                             +/-5mm (+/-1mm)

- Frequency                          10Hz (+/- 1Hz)

- Aceleration                                            2G

- Freq. detection adjustment.    Delay.                   (10"...50")

- Supply                      230VAC. +/- 20%

- Relay detection Led.

      ON: Vibration tray

      OFF: Stoped tray (after the delay)

- Input freq. indicator led. (blinking)

- Output relay with a swicthed contact. 6A

- Protection against lack of supply to the relay.

REGULATIONS COMPLIANCE

Electromagnetic Compatibility      2004 / 108 / CE

Low voltage for amb. industrial         2006/95/CEE

Electromagnetic emissions        UNE-EN 50081-2

Electromagnetic immunity          UNE-EN 50082-2

Waste electronics(WEEE)                2002 / 96 / CE
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The box KC:FALT/CM1,detects the lack of frequency, it cames with freq. indicator led and

alarm led. it allows the delay adjustment between 10 and 50 sec. The box is made in ABS

with a IP55 protection can be used outdoor and in industrial enviroments.

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS   (mm)

REFERENCE                  KC : FALT/CM1

Comparator of
lack of vibration
FOR VIBRAT TRAYS

For proximity inductive detector



KC:FALT/CM1

MAIN
220VAC

Brown + Vcc

Black + OUT
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 PNP Probe
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RELAY
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COM
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L1   Detector indicator

P1 Delay

 adjustment

L2 Relay indicator

1. Find the critical point range of the detector:

- Place the proximity detector in front of a flat area of ??the tray.
- Being stop the tray, set it at such a distance that is the critical point of range of the detector, which is
activated / deactivated, well led incorporating detectors, or by the LED indication of detector electronics
box.

2. Final placement:

2.1.- Vibrators with adjustable amplitude.
EXAMPLES XS1N30PA3349 detectors and TLX18PO8E1

Stop detection tray, entodo the range of regulatory work.
Place the detector as 1 point. Choose a detector whose detection distance is greater than the maximum
1-2mm / 2 amplitude, as security.

2.2.- Vibrators at maximum speed.

You can use a system like 2.1 ódetectar tray stop only in the working area of ??maximum amplitude
(EXAMPLE detector IFRM2P1702 / L). Thus, you do not need a detector such far-reaching. For this method,
once detected point 1, delay detector half of the maximum amplitude of the tray.

DETECTOR PLACEMENT
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CONNECTIO


